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NOTE: Can be used as a fire pit OR as a bbq. If used as a fire pit, remove the top stainless steel grill.

1. The two side Jeep Grills should be connected in mirror image of each other so the 3 notches on top of
the Jeep Grills are equal across from each other. This will make the stainless steel food grill sit
properly on top of it. (After you’ve burned in it the first time, it will be much quicker to install because
you’ll put the dirty sides in.)
2. The two WFO small Side pieces, need to be slid into the inside of the bottom flat piece so they will
contain all the hot coals and will read WFO. The top of them will curl outward. The end tabs will slide
through the CJ Jeep grills.
3. Use the gold snap pins on the outside of the Jeep grills to hold it all together. Make sure to put the flat
side of the snap pins against the metal You will use a total of 8 snap pins (4 per side). We have
included 2 extra pins.
4. You can now enjoy a fire with wood or briquettes. REMOVE the top Stainless steel grill to avoid
warping.
5. When you’re ready to cook, place the stainless steel food grade grill on top. Make sure the tabs point
down and the two other tabs sit flat in the two slots.
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To pack flat:
1. Remove all snap pins and lay parts flat.
2. Place the two, side WFO pieces in first on the bottom pan.

3. Place the two Jeep Grills on next.

4. Then place the food grill on last. Put the two tabs that point down through the Jeep headlights. This
will prevent them from falling out when you pick it up.

5. Use 4 of the gold snap pins through the holes to hold it all together.
6. Place in bag.
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